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Is Your Cooperative Treating All
Members Equally?

And Should It?

Robert J. Ludwig, Principal

Several years ago, The Hale Group was asked to assist top manage-
ment of a co-op that was experiencing a controversy among its mem-
bers.  The co-op had a thriving business selling fertilizer and applying it
to its members’ land using its large fleet of application rigs.  An argu-
ment arose because the co-op charged its larger members a lower rate
per ton than its smaller members.  This led smaller producers on the
Board of Directors to complain, “The little guys are subsidizing the big
guys.”

When The Hale Group analyzed the co-op’s costs of doing business,
we discovered that the costs of applying fertilizer for a smaller farmer
with numerous small fields was much higher than the cost of applying
fertilizer to large patrons who owned whole sections of contiguous land.
In fact, the cost difference was greater than the difference in price
charged to the various customers.  The facts demonstrated the oppo-
site: “The big guys were subsidizing the little guys.”

Robert J. Ludwig

Farmer cooperatives have a
strong democratic culture.
The farmer cooperative phi-
losophy has a lot of emotional
appeal:  “Let’s own and oper-
ate a business for every
member’s benefit.”  I believe
in that philosophy.

However, some co-op mem-
bers interpret that to mean
that everyone should be
treated equally.  In this article,
I challenge the “equality doc-
trine” because I believe it is
dangerous to a co-op’s long-
term financial survival. Your
Board of Directors must
grapple with this issue – if it
hasn’t done so already.

For extra copies of this article,
contact me at 978-777-9077
or rludwig@halegroup.com .

Bob Ludwig
Principal

Source:  The Hale Group, Ltd.
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The Accusation

The little guys
are subsidizing
the big guys.

The Facts

The co-op made
a larger margin

on the lower-priced
fertilizer.

A Fairer Method

The co-op makes
the same margin
on all customers.
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The first section of the chart on page 1 (The Accusa-
tion) shows what the situation looked like if one looked
only at price, and the second section (The Facts)
shows the situation after analyzing the costs. I main-
tain that the “fair way” to do business as a coopera-
tive is to charge each patron a price that provides
the co-op the same margin on a per-unit basis – as
illustrated in the third section (A Fairer Method).

For some cooperatives, the cost of doing business
with different members doesn’t vary greatly from pa-
tron to patron.  In those cases, of course, I would
advocate an equal price for all patrons. However,
many cooperatives subsidize some members at the
expense of other members.  Examples include:

• Dairy co-ops that charge the same “pick-up
charge” for dairy producers who deliver 8,000
pounds of milk every two days and farmers
who fill a 50,000 pound milk tanker every day.

• Farm supply co-ops that charge the same
hauling charge for members who live 5 miles
or 100 miles from their facility.

• Agronomy co-ops that charge the same price
to farmers who heavily utilize the co-op’s ag-
ronomic advice and those who never use it.

One of the principles of co-op philosophy is that of
“doing business at cost.”  The fact is that serving some
members is more costly than serving others.  The
principle of “doing business at cost” supports the prac-
tice of charging different prices to different members
– as long as the margins generated by the coopera-
tive are roughly the same on a per-unit basis.  Many
cooperatives allocate profits at the end of the year
on the number of tons of fertilizer bought by the mem-
ber or the number of bushels of grain sold by the
member to the cooperative.  Thus, the margin gen-
erated by the cooperative from each member is allo-
cated to that member in his patronage refund.

Does your cooperative earn roughly the same mar-
gin per unit from each of your members?  If not, then
some members are subsidizing other members, and
you are vulnerable to having a competitor “cherry
pick” your best patrons and offer them a better price
than you are offering.

I maintain cooperatives should treat all members
fairly – but not necessarily equally. Cooperatives
must, in my opinion, know how their costs of doing
business vary with different members.  Specific mar-
ket conditions may sometimes prevent a co-op from
pricing exactly as I have described above.  However,
the principle that I am advocating should be the goal
for pricing decisions in farmer cooperatives when-
ever possible.

If your cooperative is not functioning this way at
present, what should you do?  The table below sum-
marizes the steps you can use to change the way
you do business to be fairer to all members – small
and large. Implementing the change may not be easy
or pleasant, but it is critical for your cooperative’s sur-
vival.

Mr. Ludwig started his consulting career 31 years ago.  Since
then he has led many assignments for all types of U.S. and
international farmer cooperatives, including closed and open
co-ops as well as federated and centralized co-ops.  Mr. Ludwig’s
areas of expertise include: (1) strategic planning, (2) financial
management, (3) cooperative governance, and (4) consensus
building.

Fair Pricing Implementation Steps

Discuss with the Board how to inform and
prepare the members for a change in pricing
philosophy, if that is required6

Show the implications of not getting the
same margin from all patrons

Implement the new policy fairly and even-
handedly9

Give the membership plenty of advance
warning8

Bring the Board to a decision7

5

Give the Board the time needed to think
through the issue4

Present the facts to the Board of Directors
as objectively as possible2

Analyze the costs of doing business with
different types of patrons1

Engage the Board in a discussion about
“co-op philosophy”3


